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Scratch is developed by the Lifelong Kindergarten Group at 
the MIT Media Lab. It is available for free at scratch.mit.edu.  
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The Westside Breeze 

SCRATCH    Amelia Chief (6A) 
Have you ever wanted to make your own games? Or learn how to draw digitally? Well, then, Scratch is for you! 
Scratch is a programming language that is very easy to use; all you have to do is connect coding blocks together 
to make it work! There is also an amazing paint editor meant to suit all different styles of art! You can make 
things move, change their looks, play sounds, make an art generator, a trivia quiz, a game with scores, and 
much, much more! Your imagination is the limit! You need an account to save and share your innovative 
projects, but it’s all free! Doesn’t it sound fun? 
 
Scratch is for kids ages 8 and up, but younger kids can use Scratch Jr.  
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 When we were in Changsha, one of my father’s first cousins was getting married and our whole family 
was invited to the ceremony. I was very excited because this was the first time I ever attended a Chinese wedding, 
actually the first time I ever attended any wedding. The ceremony would take place in a hotel. We all checked in 
the day before.     

On the morning of the wedding day, my sister and I got up very early to wait in the hotel suite where our 
aunt, the bride, and her relatives were staying. The relatives told us to wait for the groom. The suite was decorated 
in red and pink and had many dried seeds snacks, symbolic of many offspring in Chinese. In the first part of the 
wedding, the groom and his best men had to overcome many hurdles to reach the bride.   

When they knocked on our suite door, the people inside would only open up a narrow crack. Then the 
groom would throw “red envelopes” with money inside onto the floor for everyone to collect. When people went 
to pick up the red envelopes, the groom’s team could push through. And if there weren’t enough red envelopes, 
he had to throw more to distract people. Both my sister and I picked up a lot of money from the red envelopes. 
Some had 1 Yuan, some had 5, some had 10, and some had 100!!! We made a fortune.  

0 0   
After the groom and his best men made it into the suite, they still had to get into the bride’s room where 

she was waiting with her bride’s maids. The groom needed to throw a lot of the red envelopes to the bride’s maids 
as well to break in. Even after they broke into the bride’s room, the groom had to find her shoe, which was hidden 
by one of the bride’s maids, and then put it on the bride. Then the groom had to kneel down and read a love 
poem he wrote for the bride. After all these efforts, the bride and groom were offered the “newly-wed noodles” 
by the bride’s parents. Then finally, the groom was able to take the bride to the actual ceremony. What a long 
journey!   

A Chinese Wedding  
Felicia Duan (��� 4A) and Jing jing Duan(��� 6A) 
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At the ceremony, we went out to a garden where we had lots of fun playing as we waited for the bride to 
come. Then when a small bell rang, everyone went to find a spot to sit down. As the bride came, everyone 
watched quietly. The bride was walking in a big white dress with her mother and father next to her. When they 
got to the end of the aisle, they went up on a small stage where the bride's parents, the groom's parents, and the 
bride and broom's classmates from high school each gave a long speech. It was boring to me, but all seemed 
emotional.  After the speech, everyone onstage bowed a few times and the bride and groom kissed, Finally, 
everyone got up and started greeting the bride and groom and taking pictures with them. At the end, all went to 
the hotel for wedding reception and dinner; we had a lot of nice food. And everyone had wedding candies 
boxed in a beautiful candy box. This was a great experience! We liked the part of grabbing the red envelopes 
most, as there is no such custom in the US.   
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Chinese New Year 
Year of the Dog 

 



 

 

Photo Credit: 
Victor Lee, Davis Lee, and Weiti Huang. 
More of their photos are accessible at: 
http://bit.ly/2sRQwyz  
Shirley Paski’s photo are accessible at: 
http://bit.ly/2oOykR0 
 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Chinese 
Painting Class 
余隆剛 

 

李青林 

 

民民 

朱盈嘉 

 

白美蘭 

 
符恩慈 

 
秦天聆 

 

鍾馥琳 
 

任世杰 

 
王雁楨 

 

永杰 

 

任杰 
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Award Score/Number 
Requirements 

Required average on all 
exams 

AP Scholar 3 or higher on 3+ exams None 

AP Scholar with Honor 3 or higher on 4+ exams 3.25 

AP Scholar with Distinction 3 or higher on 5+ exams 3.5 

 

State AP Scholar 

3 or higher on all exams 

*1 female and 1 male from 

each state 

 

Highest average score in 

state 

National AP Scholar 4 or higher on 8+ exams 4 

Taking AP (Advanced Placement) classes and exams demonstrate higher, college-level understanding of a 
subject. Besides providing a GPA boost, AP classes can provide college credit (the amount of credit varies 
for individual colleges) and are evidence that a student is capable of handling rigorous coursework. 

 
The possible score on an AP exam ranges from a 1 to 5, with 1 meaning “no 
recommendation” and a 5 meaning “extremely well qualified”. AP classes and exams 
are available in subjects ranging from Science, English, Math, History, to Art and 
others.  

 

It is possible to take an AP exam without taking 
the AP class if you self-study. Depending on 
your high school, it may be possible to take an 
AP class but opt out of the AP exam. If you 
cannot fit an AP class into your schedule, there 
are “virtual academies” that offer online AP 
courses. These include the Florida Virtual 
School, Johns Hopkins CTY, and the UC 
System’s Scout Program.   

 

Students who have shown outstanding performance on their AP exams may be eligible 
for awards! Requirements for each award level must be met by the end of Junior year.  

 

The fee for most AP exams is $94. Exceptions 
are AP Seminar and AP Research, which are 
$142 but only offered at certain schools. If you 
have significant financial need, you may receive 
a $34 fee reduction.  
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AP Classes By Lucia Liu 



 
 

 

	

By:	William	Ortiz	

Ready for Riddles?    By YuanYuan Duan (�. 
 
Riddle 1 (Advanced): A murderer is condemned to death. He has to choose between three rooms. The first is full of 
raging fire, the second with assassins with loaded guns, and the third with lions who haven’t eaten in years. Which room is 
the safest? 
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Riddle 2 (Intermediate): Many have heard me but no one has seen me and I will not speak back until spoken to.  What 
am I? 
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Riddle 3 (Beginner): What is the beginning of eternity and the end of time and space? 
 
	
 

Enter a Prize Lottery! 
 

1.	Answer	a	riddle			
2.	Fill	out	the	survey		
3.	Come	to	room	5	after	school	to	enter	a	raffle.	
	

Multiple	winners	will	be	selected.	Prizes	will	
be	delivered	to	the	student’s	class	during	
break.	
	

Do	you	like	to	draw?	For	the	next	issue,	
Westside	Breeze	will	create	an	Arts	and	
Comics	page	to	show	case	art	and	comics	
drawn	by	students	from	our	school.	Please	
email	westsidebreezeteam@gmail.com	for	
guidelines.	

How to Draw a Person 
15 by 60 orthogonal maze

Copyright © 2018 JGB Service, http://www.mazegenerator.net/

Maze 

Spot the Differences!  *There are 12!	

Survey 
 

English	Name	(First	+	Last):	_______________________ 
Chinese	Name:	_____________________________	
Class:	___________________________________	
What	is	your	favorite	article/part	in	this	issue?	
______________________________________________________________
____________	

Tic	Tac	Toe	Extreme.		
Get	5	across	of	circles	or	Xs	
to	win!	

	

Find	Waldo	
in	this	issue	
and	come	to	
room	5	
after	school	
for	a	prize!	

By	Matthew									
						Chen	


